Durham Foundry (Sheffield) Ltd, Harleston Street, Sheffield. S4 7QB

Durham Foundry is a Sheffield based manufacturer of cast iron, specialising in engineering, architectural and decorative castings. We operate from a modern manufacturing facility using a highly skilled workforce to produce a wide range of iron castings which are supplied to an equally wide range of end users.

Types of Cast Iron produced

• Grey Cast Iron to ISO 185 (Formerly BS 1452 or BS EN 1561)
• Ductile/SG Cast Iron to ISO 1083 (Formerly BS 2789 or BS EN 1563)
• Austentic/Ni Resist Cast Iron to ISO 2892 (Formerly BS3468 or BS EN 13835)
• Compacted (Vermicular) Graphite Cast Iron to ISO 16112
• ADI Cast Iron to BS ISO 17804 (Formerly BS EN 1564)
• Ni Hard/High Chrome Cast Iron to ISO 21988 (Formerly BS 4844 or BS EN 12513)
• Special irons to meet customer specifications

Castings can be supplied up to 1000kg fettled weight in grey iron and 600kg fettled weight in ductile and alloy irons. We specialise in one offs and small to medium batch production using an alpha phenolic resin bonded sand system.

Contact Details

If you require a price for a casting or have a query which you feel we can help you with, please contact:-

Mike Naylor
Managing Director
Phone 0044 (0)114 249 4977
Fax 0044 (0)114 249 4910
Mail castings@durhamfoundry.com
Web www.durhamfoundry.com